This paper discusses a Chasidic pilgrimage movement focused on Lelov, which lies south of Cracow. Pilgrimage has always been a major part of Jewish tradition, but for many years during the Cold War it was possible only for a devoted few to return to Poland. With the collapse of Communism, however, pilgrimage sites in Central and Eastern Europe have become much more accessible and consequently ultra-orthodox Jews have created a 'return movement'. 
Introduction
Until recently, the Lelov movement has been a relatively little know force within Chasidism.
Historically the group's leadership and social dynamics led to it vanishing gradually into the melting pots of Israel and America. Recently, however, the renewal of its pilgrimage movement to Poland has put the Lelov group back on the Chasidic map, drawing the attention of ordinary people to traditions and customs that otherwise would have remained largely forgotten. What is happening with the Lelov group is particularly relevant because many contemporary ultra-orthodox groups, for example Braclav and Ger, are also re-discovering their European roots leading to the establishment of other pilgrimage movements.
Generally, ultra-orthodox Jews are understood to be fastidious followers of tradition and ancient rituals. They do not pretend to be as flexible as any modernised Jews and do not hide any external signs of their Jewishness, such as a yarmulke or adherence to dietary laws.
As members of a group which is not just Orthodox but ultra-orthodox, they maintain extremely high standards of faith and observance.
1 They are also known by the biblical term haredim / haredi i.e. those who keep the law and observe it. In Israel, haredi are perceived as the adversaries of modernising Judaism, living in insular communities sometimes with limited contact with the outside world. Although the word haredi is derived from the biblical Hebrew term harada, which means 'fear' and suggests that the haredi 'tremble in awe of God', 2 many believe ultra-orthodox Jews actually tremble in fear of the external world.
For Orthodox Jews, Judaism, as the only truthful way of life, cannot be exposed to the temptations of the secular world and hence they dispense with televisions, the internet, and non-religious or non-haredi publications-or at least that is how some of the rabbis behave.
Undoubtedly some of the groups do follow these rules word for word, either seeing themselves as defenders against the birth of new liberal forms of Judaism or else deliberately remaining ignorant of non-haredi ways. Ironically, ultra-orthodox Jews such as the Hasidim do not generally use the term: haredi. They are more likely to call themselves the pious Jews or virtuous Jews, or simple Yidn, a Yiddish 3 term for a Jew.
History and heritage are highly significant in traditional Jewish mentalities and societies. Here, the future is important only because it offers the possibility of a restoration of past values or of messianic redemption. 4 In a sense, therefore, Chasidic Jews are preoccupied with the past, but their perception of it differs from the way the past is perceived in Western
Europe. The past provides a powerful myth that helps develop their contemporary sense of identity. Like many conservative religious communities, ultra-orthodox Jews tend to use history to invoke a better, purer time. Chasidic men, for example, dress as if they were living in historical Poland in order to associate themselves more closely with this time.
In a sense, traditional Jewish society (including ultra-orthodox communities) can be seen as a postfigurative culture. are critical to the way the group is shaping its identity and defining its membership.
The origins of Lelov's Chasidic pilgrimage
Lelov, an otherwise quiet village populated by two thousands inhabitants, is the burial site of In 1989, a Chasidic representative supported by the Nissenbaum Foundation engaged in a series of talks with Lelov's municipal authorities in order to purchase the plot which had been identified as the grave of the tzadick. 10 After the war, this area had been given to the local co-operative which turned it into a business site by building shops and warehouses.
Initially, only the grave of the tzadick was to be extracted and separated from the shop, but
negotiations proved lengthy and difficult on account of a fully-functioning business existing on the site. To make matters worse, the shop could only be sold if all the members of the cooperative agreed and, more chaotically still, at the time Poland was undergoing major political changes that left many local organisations in turmoil.
Eventually the co-operative received an unknown amount of financial compensation.
Thereafter a major project was embarked upon which included historical analysis, excavation of the tomb, the purchase and building of a separate entrance to Dovid's tomb and the grave's preservation by the installation of a metal box cover, all of which was paid for by the Nissenbaum Foundation. 11 Later, a new iron door with the Star of David on it was added, as was a special catafalque surrounded by a low iron fence. With this, the tomb was ready to become the focus of an annual Chasidic pilgrimage.
According to pious Jewish belief, a person's soul returns to the place where he or she is buried on the anniversary of his or her death. It follows that making a pilgrimage on that date sustains a connection with the deceased. For Chasidic Jews, this is a religious obligation, or mitzvah. 12 Throughout history, Eastern European Jews have participated in three kinds of pilgrimages: to the graves of ancestors to pray, to Israel and, as in the case of Lelov, to visit their master.
Pilgrimage provides an opportunity for prayer and for the pilgrims to petition on behalf of individuals or communities. The practice reflects the belief that deceased relatives or spiritual leaders might act as agents between Heaven and Earth in order to assist the living.
Unsurprisingly, pilgrimages became increasingly popular during times of hardship when people felt particularly in need of divine protection. It was not uncommon for ultra-orthodox men to undertake several pilgrimages a year, often travelling long distances on foot. would be away from home for weeks on end in order to attend their rebbe's court, participate in prayer or kabbalistic rituals, and to consult their spiritual leader on religious and nonreligious matters. A special term was coined, 'ascending to the Temple in Jerusalem', which emphasised the importance of such practices. Jews would also come to ask their deceased spiritual leaders for assistance over important issues in their lives. As a result, the rebbe's grave would be covered in thousands of small pieces of paper each bearing a request from the faithful (called kvitleh) 13 as well as candles sent by those who could not make the pilgrimage in person.
Since the end of the Cold War, Chasidic pilgrimages have gained a further dimension.
With access to Central and Eastern Europe possible once again, they involve a reaffirmation of historical identity and ethnic roots, all of which can be fuelled by nostalgia for an idealised and glorified past. Polish shtetls have become sites for pilgrimages such as these too. Hundreds of kilograms of kosher food can be transported along with them. Apart from the usual prayer books, Torah scrolls and thick clothes and boots for the Polish winter, each pilgrim carries on average ten to fifty candles to be lit on behalf of those who either cannot or are not allowed to travel (for example, Chasidic wives). As a result of the pilgrimages, Dovid's catafalque and the surrounding floor will be covered with flickering candles and piles of kvitleh.
Prior to the pilgrims' arrival, Simcha Krakowski, the Chasidic co-ordinator and president of the Chassidim Lizhensk (Leżajsk) Poland Foundation (which organises the pilgrimages), together with the Nissenbaum Foundation, sends a letter to Lelov's municipal government with an estimated number of pilgrims expected that year. This gives the town time to prepare its facilities, organise the venue and respond to any specific demands the pilgrims might have. When the Nissenbaum Foundation finally acquired the grave in The burial site had a fence, but was surrounded by an industrial site with heaps of rumble and a dilapidated warehouse which, subsequently, was turned into a celebration hall. By 1989
there was no longer a ritual bathhouse (mikvah), likewise a kosher kitchen or any other religious buildings. When, in 1990, the first group of pilgrims arrived, they could only be accommodated in a hall in a local community centre which was also used in later years. 16 The pilgrims still prepare kosher meals in the same centre and in the celebration hall itself.
Sometimes, they also make meals in private homes. 17 The ultra-orthodox Jews only buy a few carefully selected items of food locally, mainly local eggs and tomatoes, in order not to violate kosher rules. The remaining food, including fish, flour and meat, is brought with them, first on the charter flight and then by special lorries which bring everything to Lelov.
Naturally the pilgrimage revives memories in the local community. An older inhabitant of Lelov recalled how Poles and Jews had always co-existed peacefully: the Jews had their boznica (Polish term for synagogue), while the Poles had their church. Typically for a small town, everyone knew everyone else. Jews celebrated on Saturdays, and the Poles celebrated on Sundays, and of course the communities celebrated different holidays. In this way, the pilgrimage provokes curiosity about a world that no longer exists, in the process encouraging both sides to learn something new about their cultures and about the similarities and differences between the two. In the past, Osias (Ozjasz) Thon, an early Polish Zionist and activist, once commented that Poles probably knew more about the Japanese than the Jews.
In sum, Jewish presence in Lelov is anchored deeply in the memories of members of the older generations who often recall it sentimentally. It is not however, based on any firm recollections of the Chasidic past in Lelov; and for all generations, the current Chasidic pilgrimage is a complete novelty.
The Day of the Pilgrimage
It was late January and Lelov was covered in snow. The streets were almost deserted as the temperature had dropped to minus twenty degrees. A shabby half-frozen bus stopped.
Passengers peeped inquisitively through the steamed up windows pushing their noses against the glass. On the street, there appeared, frozen to the bone, group of men dancing. They observe the Torah conscientiously in the belief that anyone who lives by the Torah will be happy and that happy individuals make for a happy community.
With the temperature still dropping, the dancing group moved towards the former warehouse (a rather sad, scruffy building), now turned into the celebration venue. The main hall was long and cramped. It was painted green and ill-lit by lamplight, yet thronging with men dressed in black. Their hats and fur caps rocked back and forth enhancing their religious experience. At a time like this especially, women could not enter the building, a rule which also applied to local on-lookers including myself. All we could do was stand on a heap of snow and watch through a steamed up, dirty window.
Slowly, some men in black and white caftans started to twirl; others grabbed each others' hands and rushed into a dance. A small boy with ginger hair and side-locks was hopping next to an older man whose fur hat sat crookedly on his grey head. A few adults kept rocking in the corners of the hall, their eyes closed as if they were asleep or trying to avoid the harsh fluorescent light. At commemorative feasts such as this, the Chassidim aim to ascend to the highest reaches of heaven to worship God with pure joy and excitement.
Traditionally the celebration starts with a quiet melody known as nigun, which grows slowly into louder singing accompanied by fervent dancing and an atmosphere which becomes increasingly one of ecstasy. The character of the celebration can be understood by referring to the sanctification of the traditional Chasidic rebbe's meal, known as tish.
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This is a most significant and sacred ritual which originates in the earliest Chasidic traditions. 20 It is generally believed that Baal Shem Tov, the founder of the Chasidic movement, began the tradition of gathering his followers for a meal (tish).
The Chasidic tish underpins ideas of community and identity though intense interaction
between all those present as they eat, drink, sing, dance and, not least, discuss spiritual matters. The event underlines that the rebbe is from the masses and that he should develop deep personal relationships with his followers so that he does not simply know their names and family origins, but also so that he can read their minds and see into their hearts.
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Often the tish was also understood to be an opportunity to meet those with whom you had differences but who might also be seeking the tzadick's advice. Disciples and opponents ate and drank together, unified in the intimacy of the sacred meal. Those who won a special place in the rebbe's thoughts were sent a piece of food from his plate, a practice known as Greenspoon et al., Food and Judaism, p. 197 just one meal, very often kugel (a casserole-like dish containing egg noodles or potatoes) or fish. And it was indeed the smell of fish that welcomed us to the celebration hall in Lelov.
In fact, the long tables covered with white plastic table cloths were remarkably empty.
You might have expected a flamboyant celebration with tables overflowing with food and drink, but instead it was hard to see anything apart from fish, baked bread rolls and bottles of red wine all spread over the tables rather sparsely. What happened in modern Lelov certainly resembled Buber's romanticised tales.
Loud chatter was interwoven with Yiddish singing and expressive gesticulation with constant rocking back and forth, all adding to an overwhelming impression of an ecstasy-filled event.
An elderly man accompanied by a boy with ginger hair squatted by the entrance to the celebration hall singing a song under their breaths. A few yards away, on the stairs covered in dirty snow, a group of men in their twenties were reading aloud from black unbound books.
They were surrounded by abandoned plastic plates, fish leftovers and burned bread rolls.
Everyone seemed oblivious to their surroundings, including a local journalist snapping photos and the increasingly large groups of local residents interested to see what was happening.
Inside, the hall was like a buzzing beehive as the Chassidim prepared for the end of the Sabbath.
We took a prime spot on a pile of frozen snow. The crowd of Chassidim gathered inside the hall was even bigger than the one thronging around and in the shrine. Everyone wanted to be close to the top of the festive table so men, all dressed in black with either velvet black or big fur toque-like hats, were pushing and shoving. (Chasidic dress is a sign of affinity and religious identity which distinguishes the group. Chasidic fur-trimmed hats also The new tzadick of Lelov, a man with a long grey beard, recited the blessing over a candle and a crowd of Chassidim stretched their hands towards the flame. Next, the tzadick extinguished the flame with a little plate onto which some sweet red wine has been poured.
Many eager hands-so eager that they nearly over-turned the saucer-instantly dipped their fingers in the wine, believing it to be sanctified.
Prayers seemed to have finished by the early evening and all the long tables were being pushed against the walls when a man with long black side locks and a golden silk caftan pushed his way through the crowd and began to dance. In the background, a small band including a clarinettist and pianist began to play. Referring to biblical passages, Rebbe Nachman of Braclav, Dovid's contemporary, once said that it is a great duty always to be joyful and to encourage joy. 26 By contrast, whenever sadness and misery enter one's heart, divine presence is expelled. Hence the emotional and exuberant experiences, including engaging in music and dance, are important elements in Chasidic ritualism. 27 Some also believe that music and dance can heal broken bodies and souls. According to Chasidic lore, Dovid of Lelov was lame, but could regain his full bodily powers during a dance. Moreover, dancing and music were also perceived as mystical acts in which, through immersion in melody and fervour, souls could rise to a higher spiritual level to become united with God's Inside the hall, an exuberant dance had started, transforming the room into a theatre in which the Chassidim were clapping, cheering and starting to join in. The rebbe was watching while the elders gathered around. Someone lost his shoe which was not greatly surprising since on the Sabbath, the Chassidim wear slip-on moccasins since tying laces is forbidden.
When a tired Chasid could not dance anymore, his comrades grabbed him by the arms and pulled him back into the dancing circle. Then the dancing procession moved towards the exit and emerged suddenly into a cold, starry night. The shrine built over tzadick Dovid's grave was only a few yards away but the ecstatic men took their time to get there, twirling in the snow. By this time the crowd had grown very dense. It only parted at the entrance to the ohel to let Rebbe Aharon approach the iron fence that encloses the burial site. Every second, one of the followers came up to kiss his hand. Some men were still dancing, some moving rhythmically in a trance whispering their prayers, while others just wandered around in the snow, their silk caftans too thin to give them any shelter from the freezing temperatures of the Polish night.
Everybody was convinced that on a night like that, the rebbe's soul was with his Chassidim, in their hearts, minds and voices. When asked if Lelov meant anything to them, they simply repeated: 'tzadick, tzadick'.
Polish -Chasidic relations
Today, not a single Jew lives in Lelov. Older residents remember their pre-war neighbours pretty well; they also recall former Chasidic pilgrimages. Many welcomed the renewal of Chasidic tradition in Lelov. One of the older residents of Lelov admitted that he had not got used to seeing so many Jewish pilgrims in his village. The lack of Jewish presence during most of the year remains in marked contrast to their overwhelming temporary presence. As a result, the collective imagination of the locals is much more densely and consistently populated by Jews than are the streets of Lelov.
Even before the Second World War, the Poland's Jewish community had become a target of aggressive propaganda pedalled by right-wing nationalist groups that were growing in strength. Often, these presented the Jews as a mortal threat to the Catholic people and to According to Jackie Feldman, for many Jewish groups 'common destiny is expressed through identification with an extended family, and shared through continuous acts of remembering, often in ritual context'. 29 For the Chassidim, the entire community focused on the tzadick functions like an extended family. Ultra-orthodox pilgrims travel to Lelov from all around the globe and although they do not necessarily know each other, they celebrate, pray and dine together like one big family.
The renewal of the pilgrimage movement has exerted an influence on Chasidic identity. The experience of a religious pilgrimage and the practice of specific rituals and customs reinforces a sense of belonging to a special group. Since there are not actually so many Chasidic groups in the whole world (they can be counted in tens or hundreds at most), it is crucial for the groups to underpin their identity through the experience. An individual Chasid can only respond to the challenges of the modern secular era within the bounds of the community. On the other hand, in some respects (and despite all its strictures) the community has to change as well in order to be able to accommodate the changing needs of its members.
Currently Chasidic pilgrimages are 'in fashion', so in the divided and scattered world of the 
